Bulk fluorescence light blockers to improve homogeneous detection in capillary-waveguide fluoroimmunosensors.
A simple approach that employs black drawing ink (BDI) as bulk fluorescence light blocker and improves considerably the homogeneous signal detection in capillary-waveguide fluoroimmunosensors is presented. The concept was proved using a capillary sensor configuration. Fluorescent molecules in the capillary were excited by a laser beam vertically to its axis and the emitted photons that were trapped and waveguided through the capillary wall were then collected. Two competitive fluoroimmunoassays, for rabbit gamma-globulins in buffer and thyroxine in human serum, respectively, were set-up to evaluate this approach. It was found that the presence of ink improved the specific to bulk fluorescence signal ratio by approximately 60-times without affecting the analyte-antibody binding reaction thus, facilitating homogeneous detection. The analytical characteristics of the two assays developed with the sensor operating in homogeneous detection mode were similar to those determined following the heterogeneous detection mode (i.e. after removal/washing of the immunoreaction mixture).